2004 dodge hemi truck

Reelin68 answered 5 years ago. Sounds like you may have an issue with the EVAP system. If
CEL is on, have it scanned. You will probably find an EVAP code. Okay, so I take it the check
engine light is out then? I found this comment in a Dodge forum. Maybe this is the cause of
your issue. Here's what the guy said: My truck did the same. It happens at slow speeds called
by the feds as "parking lot speed". There is a dodge memo on it but no gov recall because of
slow speed. It's a software up grade. The shop can down load it into the computer of your truck.
There is no charge. Dodge and the d. So that's what this guy claims. I guess you can call the
Dodge dealership and ask them about this upgrade in the software. Can my Dodge ram hemi
pull a pound Travel trailer it's a 27 foot? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Dodge RAM question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Chrysler, the parent company of Dodge, first manufactured a "HEMI" or
hemispherical head engine, for automobiles in the s the company had previously installed
hemi-type engines in WWII era fighter planes. This engine layout enables more efficient airflow
into each cylinder's combustion chamber, which increases performance. Dodge installed the 5.
The company discontinued the Durango for model year , but will bring the Durango back into
production with HEMI engine availability in Dodge first offered the HEMI engine in its trucks as a
5. This overhead valve engine consisted of an iron block with aluminum heads that used two
valves per cylinder, for a total of 16 valves. The company made slight performance
enhancements to the 5. According to the Allpar website, some of these upgrades included
variable cam timing and changes to the intake manifold. These changes resulted in a higher
compression ratio, greater horsepower and more torque at a lower engine rpm. Dodge trucks
equipped with the first generation 5. Second generation HEMI truck engines present topped out
at horsepower at 5, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm with a compression ratio of The
Environmental Protection Agency rated the first generation 5. Second generation 5. Edmunds
reports that a Dodge Ram pickup equipped with the second generation HEMI could go from 0 to
60 in 7. As a former chemist, college professor and competitive weightlifter, he writes about
science, education and exercise. Rutter earned a B. Output and Performance Dodge trucks
equipped with the first generation 5. Hemi engines are a great pick for engine lovers. But like all
motors, problems are inevitable. One then may ask, what are 5. Experiencing little hitches and
difficulty while using engines is not unusual, rather, it is important for one to understand how
these engines work. These problems may range from ticking sounds , torque curves, heat loss,
size of combustion chambers, amongst other problems. Nevertheless, with proper maintenance
and care of the 5. The 5. Some of its applications are in the RAM , , and pickup models, with
improvement over time. Another one of its newest inventions , this engine shaped like a
hemisphere with amazing features, characteristics, and great output as measured in
horsepower-per-cubic-inch. This video will show you all you need to know about the 5. Chrysler
5. Bear in mind that the 5. The Hemi 5. To know how to solve the acceleration problem in Dodge
RAM read more. Some of the Exciting Features of 5. The best quality automotive batteries on
the market. This hemi-head gives space for more than two valves for each cylinder. These
valves are usually heavier than that of multi-valve engines. Exhaust valves and intake normally
lie opposite the chambers, causing cross-flow in the head design. Because of the hemispherical
nature of the combustion chamber, a piston that is flat at the top results in a low compression
ratio, else a longer stroke is put to use. Therefore, the piston crown is made to extend into the
top head center in order to reach the needed compression ratio. These results in a combustion
chamber shaped like the peeled part of half an orange. To know why the dodge RAM engine
starts then die visit our content. This hemi-head design positions its spark plug at the center of
the chamber or a point close to it. Although this hemisphere is equal in diameter to the piston, a
minor compression is made available for a proper mixture of fuel and air completely. Thus,
because of the minimal squish in the Hemi-heads, their sensitivity to fuel octane rating
increases; a higher octane rating is needed for the compression to prevent an occurrence of
pre-detonation in a Hemi engine, unlike in some typical engine designs like the bathtub and
wedge. Intake and exhaust valve stems are always present In Hemi heads, however, they point
in various directions. They, therefore, require a wide, larger cylinder head and detailed rocker
arm geometry for use in single unit overhead cam engines and cam-in-block engines. These
overhead cam engines are often dual, thus rocker arms may be absent. This contributes to the
total engine width, limiting the vehicles it can be installed in. Notable obstacles in the
commercialization of engine designs that use hemispherical chambers are centered towards

valve actuation, with specific emphasis on ways to make it reliable effective, and efficient at any
cost. The production of HEMI engine heads in recent times is more flat-surfaces and complex
than those of the sâ€”s Hemi V8 chamber. It utilizes a coil-on-plug ignition system that does not
distribute energy, with two spark plugs per cylinder. Similar to most Hemi head engine models
by Chrysler, the 5. The replacement procedure of Dodge RAM infinity speaker on your own. As
earlier stated, problems arising in engines are inevitable. However, with proper maintenance
and handling, your engine will always be good as new and serve to its optimum capacity. These
problems include:. This ticking sound can be as a result of wrongly sized valve stems, causing
valve chatters or the ticking sound. It could also be as a result of stuck lifters grinding against
the camshaft. Other causes include lifters, low-quality fuel, and injectors. View the reliable fuel
injectors on the market for dodge ram engine. Most people have complained about issues as
seeing mud in the dipstick and traces of water inside the oil cap. This is intended to help with
gas mileage by means of shutting off cylinders upon activation. But, the weight of the RAM and
its large nature takes a negative toll on it. The MDS also causes a fluttering sound upon
activation because of its incompatibility with exhausts. In trucks, a sharp torque curve is
experienced which tends to peak at high engine speeds. It lacks the low-end torque useful in
towing and hauling for optimum engine performance. This engine is susceptible to problems
that range from- drop-in valve seats, oil consumption, damaged bearing, dry start-up, leaks in
the head gaskets, scraping of the piston, wear of valve guide, knocking or low oil pressure, oil
leakage and issues with running. However, some of these problems have been addressed by a
team of researchers to device more means and improve on the reliability and durability of the
engine. Hemi engines are infamous for their slight ticking or tapping sounds and the 5. These
arise as a result of different problems on the motor, from insufficient lubrication to other bigger
problems. Maintenance is key to getting optimum results from your 5. Here are some useful tips
that will help you in sustaining your engine. For instance:. Chevy Silverado vs Colorado which
one is the best for your ride. The ticking sound of an engine is as a result of inappropriate
lubrication. Using lubricants like engine oil and fuel between components of the engine help in
providing a pad or cushion for the engine parts to prevent tapping or clinging against each
other. These tapping or ticking noises can be caused by different things and sources. For
instance, valves, lifters, and fuel injectors can be causes. This, therefore, results in the reduced
escape of heat in the process of combustion, making the hot fuel burn better. The Hemi valve
positioning on opposite sides of the chamber makes it a bit bigger than the former models
which are placed side by side. The horsepower of the Hemi 5. It also gave an outcome of lb-ft of
torque, approximately 4, rpm, based on one horsepower per cubic inch. The HEMI 5. For such a
heavy muscle, mean car, it is as fast as lightning. It is important to note that the HEMI engine as
a combustion engine is fast, it produces high efficiency. The major point of its power lies where
the spark plug is located, which is the head of the cylinder. A pick of quality Chevy engine
carburetor to solve the issues. Top grade, standard spark plugs are usually included in the pack
of the 5. We were able to power our mid-level Laramie tester using one of the non-mild hybrid
powertrains provided by RAM on the reworked , together with a Hemi 5. Of all the Ram s in , the
engine is estimated and rated an eight-speed automatic engine. Quite commendable indeed. In
making such investments as buying a 5. If you follow some of these problems associated with
the model Hemi 5. In general, the 5. It is, in fact, one of the best-selling engines with top-notch
quality delivery. If you purchase any product via our suggested links, we may earn a small
commission. Learn more. Contents What is 5. Features of 5. What is makes the Hemi engine
unique? What is the horsepower of the 5. How fast is a hemi engine? Is a Hemi engine faster?
How many spark plugs can be found in a 5. Can you classify the Ram 5. Preview Dodge Ram 5.
Check Price. Thankfully I was on a small side road and was able to roll to a stop. I waited a few
minutes started it by reving the gas. It happened again same day. I was driving on back roads,
stopped for stop sign, accelerated and then was going around a curve and it died again,
thankfully I was able to roll to the side of the road onto someone's lawn. The third time in about
5 minutes later I was driving up a small hill and it stalled again. I was on a dangerous curve and
almost caused an accident. Prior to today this probably has happened three other times in the
last few months. I have a Dodge Ram hemi, for the past 3 years the check engine light has been
on and this truck stalls and dies out at any given moment. It either stalls when I'm turning a
corner, or coming to a stop, or stepping on the gas to take off from a stopped position. I have to
either put it in neutral, if I can do it fast enough while I'm trying to steer and step on the brakes
with both feet as hard as I can , or in park to start it up again. Either way it does start again,
however I have no steering or brakes, which is a huge safety concern for me. I am constantly
watching the rpm's and listening to the engine to see if it's going to stall. I have had a number of
times when someone could have gotten hurt badly. So far I have had a new egr valve replaced, a
tps, new spark plugs and wires, new gas cap and a new throttle body put on. Last week I had my

mechanic disconnect the egr valve to see if it still stalls. Well guess what? It stalled again today
coming to a stop. So is this telling me it's not the egr valve? Then what is it? What gives. Please
help.. This is soooo frustrating and money consuming. I can see all this ranting and raving is
useless because Dodge won't do a thing about this. On top of this I just noticed today there has
been a recall on the airbags for this truck since Jan Apparently the remedy is not yet available.
Mechanics are still trying to figure out. I just happen to come across this site because I'm tired
of paying for this and for that and problem still not fixed. So I took research in my own hands
and to my amazement saw this site with many other complaints exactly like mine. I could be
pulling out of driveway or doing 65 on freeway. I wouldn't panic because we had a Durango 99
that did the same, but never associated that with this problem on my truck yet, now I think the
engines are pretty close aren't they? I don't claim to be mechanic but after paying thousands on
that Durango it never got fixed it was shipped to farm in central Mexico. I don't recall all the a
temps by different well known shops and how many different parts replaced. Dodge has been
our favorite of all vehicles we have owned we were GM that's a joke. I had to add my complaint
maybe they may listen. In the past I complained about the Mickey Mouse hand grabs at front
seats for assisting you in entering and how my Mom grabbed one and it broke. She almost fell,
yet I was there. They wouldn't even pay to replace them after I asked nicely not complaining just
replace. To this date they are still broken off completely both sides. Remember, this is another
complaint and is not justifiable on this engine complaint. As for the engine stall mechanics have
replaced more parts. It ran fine for a couple weeks, then it stalled again once only no engine
lights or lighting bolts have gone on. Yet it lacks the balls it should have for hauling or
upgrades I have to kick it in the ass and floor it like a mule. That's all anybody really wants is to
know someone did hear what they had to say or do in this life. My Hemi Ram ran flawless for
years and on a hot day on the interstate completely went dead at 70 mph. Engine lights and
misfire or throttle control spark warning was on as the engine died. I pushed into neutral and
coasted as far as I could. After a few minutes cranked, ran ok with a code on to the next town.
The code was throttle body gasket, but I don't think it that at all. Cleared the code got a a tank of
new fuel and it ran fine til now, even though have been afraid of long trips or interstate driving.
It was a very hot humid day, fuel ethanol or water contamination is suspected, but after reading
I believe it is a throttle control problem that will need attention. If anyone had this I would like to
know of a real solution. Started from a stop sign, and vehicle hesitated when I pressed on the
accelerator. Then coming to stop sign, engine died. Would not start unless pressing on the gas
pedal, and then died a few times again if I let off the accelerator. Finally got it started, even tho it
sounded like it was only running on 5 cylinders and got it into a gas station parking lot. Died
again. At stop lights and when I just start to go, the engine just stops running. Also when that
happens you cannot turn the steering wheel. Kind of scary. The engine has shut off at least 5
times during the last year while going at slow speeds and I release the accelerator to slow
down. I simply shift to neutral and restart the engine, but this is annoying. I've had issues with
truck stalling on decel or at a stop, however it's getting worse lately and happening at higher
speeds as well. RPMs usually go below and I can sense it happening. I can always get it
restarted but usually have to hit the gas pedal as I'm starting it. I've own this truck since new,
and it's been great. However, recently I've had three incidents on my evening commute where
approaching a stop light the struck has stalled - electrical power stayed on, engine shut off
resulting in loss of power brakes and steering at a fairly critical moment. Took it to a local
mechanic who could not find anything obvious. Will take to Dodge soon for a check out and
report back Hello Dodge Owners, I have a Dodge Some times stops and cuts off at red lights,
cuts off on the freeway, and loses power at speeds up to 70 mph. I have to put in N to restart
before I get rear ended, replaced the Throttle Body about two years ago, now i am having the
same problem. Is there anyone out there that can help? My wife and sister in law were coming
home from a friend's camp and the truck stalled while turning a corner. No power steering and
no brakes. Luckily they managed to get pulled over without hitting anyone or being hit by
someone. After a couple of moments the truck restarted but it was idling very roughly and
continually wanted to stall. Managed to make it home but were very shaken up by the incident. I
used it to go to work the next week and it stalled several times while driving, twice while I was
turning. Luckily nobody was in the other lane or I would of side swiped them for sure. I brought
it to the local garage as the engine light was now on and they could not find anything. Thought
maybe it was bad fuel. Had the injectors flushed, changed all sixteen plugs and ran two tanks of
premium through it with little results. It is now back at the garage and was checked for broken
valve springs, engine compression, bad coils and so far nothing. The bill is running up
exponentially and I dont know what to do. Tired of sinking money into this piece of sh!. Garage
have had it five days now and no fix yet. The stalling problem was a big pain in the tail but after
some brake cleaner and some paper towels, My truck is running great again. So I hopped in and

pressed the throttle and it wouldn't go past RPM's. Scared to shut down and have it not restart, I
drove it back 3 exits Approx. Got it in the driveway and shut down, waited, and restarted and it
still ran rough and ETC light was flashing. I shut it down for 30 minutes and restarted and
everything was fine. Ran good for a few days and then one morning I went to start up and guess
what it's back!!!! Shut down and restart This seems to be a common issue. I found lots of fixes
online but none matched mine. So I found most answers point to inspecting the throttle body,
so I did. When i pulled the resonator box off the throttle body I noticed 2 wires frayed and
broken. It seems the wires were rubbing the resonator box and got destroyed. Now I play the
waiting game!!! Just a reminder, disconnect Negative for a few minutes and then reconnect and
leave ignition in Accessory for at least ten seconds for the computer to learn new electronics
before starting. Update from Apr 11, : It's been a few months and miles and I haven't had any
problems. Ok bought this truck from lustin dodge in woodbridge va. I also have with all the
same issues, electrical , windows don't work, headlights don't work , trailer wires don't work
and now it is cutting off while you drive both of them at the same time , I have one parked in the
driveway which is the and guess what folks, the nice mechanics at lustin dodge dumped a
handfull of metal shavings in my plastic fuel tank, how nice of them And dodge you really
should recall the 03 04 and fix the electric. I was driving down the road and the truck shut off.
Also when I would stop it would go dead. But would crank right back up Nobody could tell me
what the problem was. They can't fix something if there is no problem. Well I found out the hard
way, when it finally left me stranded. I shut it off, and came back to go home and t was dead The
battery was shot, worn out. And this has been the problem all along. I saw a post where
someone also noticed the ETC warning flashing and their engine stalled while driving. All I had
to do was stop and restart a couple of minutes later. It's happened twice now in the last couple
of months and I was wondering if anyone had figured out what the problem was. I'm very
disappointed in Dodge. I can't believe all the folks on here with this idle problem and stall issue.
It is a VERY dangerous condition. My truck stalls when turning, at a stop or slowing down to
stop. You lose the power steering and ability to brake when the engine stalls. I've called Dodge
and reported the issue as I encourage all of you to do the same. You can dial to file a complaint.
It actually is pretty fast to get though, the more who complain the sooner we'll get some
reaction from Chrysler. I hope I did get a case , but let it be known, if something happens that I
die in a crash because I couldn't turn or stop my truck because of a reported issue that Dodge
is fully aware of, my wife is going to be a rich lady. My case is , so when the representative says
"I have no information on this problem" tell them their full of crap. There are tons of complaints
on this website and numerous others. I'm trying to fix this problem so I can sell the vehicle. I'm
buying a new truck, because of the way Chrysler Dodge is handling their customers, I'm going
elsewhere. Maybe a Ford or Chevrolet in my future. Dodge puts unsafe vehicles on the road.
They get feedback from their customers and choose to do nothing on a very serious safety
issue. Driving down the road, approaching a red light, hit the brakes normally, truck stalls and I
have no power steering, no power brakes, almost hit two other cars. I was doing 40 mph at the
time it stalled. It was nerve wrecking and I'm glad I didn't have my family with me. I would hate
to see this happen on the highway at 70 mph. All it would take is someone to cut in front of me, I
hit my brakes and lose it all. My Dodge Ram with Hemi just started the losing power while
driving thing. While drive the engine will die for a few seconds. However, when at idle, the
engine will stall. No error codes. I will drive it into a wall at 80 mph to see if the air bag still
works when the engine fails. That way when my family sues Dodge and get the 1. Hey, I could
lend the truck to my mother-in-law. Well i have a Dodge Ram with a 5. And i have been having
nothing but problems with it. But what really pisses me off is i have a lightening bolt light that
keeps coming on in my truck then my check engine light will come on as well. When the light
comes on i loose all power to my truck. Its actually kind of scary when your doing 70 on the
freeway and you loose all power and cant accelerate or slow down. The bad thing is i have 4
kids and almost been in 2 accidents bacause of this. I took it to 2 repair shops and they cant tell
me why the light comes on nor how to fix it. What i dont understand is how dodge has a
lightening bolt light on there trucks but not even a dealer knows what it is or how to get the
problem fixed. I dont know if anyone else has has this problem. But i can guarantee this i will
never ever buy another dodge truck. Thank you and have a great day. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 29 reports dodge
needs to do an investigation and possible recall 8 reports dodge should do a recall!!! Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Ram problem yet. Be the first! Find a
good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. I've had 3 Dodge's so far, one with a 3. Unfortunately i

suffer from, "Gotta' have the next thing-itis" and i think it's terminal. All 3 trucks were great, the
V6 was really underpowered, the 4. Got rid of the HEMI a few months ago and it had , miles and
ran like it had 50k, no lie. Trucks are not just for guys. We girls drive them too. I bought my Ram
used with 53,mi and have over As a nurse I depend on my Ram in bad weather to get me to and
from work because we don't get snow days. As a horse owner I trust my Ram to pull my horses
safely to where ever I am going. Compared to my parents Sierra, I don't even know I have a
horse trailer behind me with the Ram. With the Sierra it moans and groans. On the farm I use it
to haul seed during planting season, firewood when cutting up trees and whatever else comes
along. With wear and tear I have had to replace things. But when I buy again it will be a RAM!!!
Replaced a 04 Ram with a Ram Laramie crew cab 4x4 with 12, miles,I went from a truck to a very
well equipped luxury , smooth , quiet 4 x 4,Update for I've put 21, miles in 3 years,no problems
with truck,this truck has air bag suspension front and back and is very smooth, interior total
luxury,it has the power,four wheel very good for snow. I've had this truck for many years and
have used it in deep snow, sand, and mud and nothing has stopped it. Mine is RWD only and it
was pulling 4x4s out of sand and ditches no problem. My only complaints are the cheap looking
interior and the bad mpg. Unless you need it as a daily driver for a long commute I'd definitely
pick this any day. It's better looking than many other tucks in its time but is no slouch. Good for
towing and hauling. Throw a dual exhaust on it and it sounds beautiful. The truck is a good
truck dependable, nice looking, except it just barely reached 70, miles and just was told
transmission needs to be rebuilt. Apparently this happens alot with Dodge trucks. The company
that told me about the tranny has been in business 37 years and very reputable. Don't use truck
for really anything than driving to and from work so it's not used often. To have tranny issues
already is messed up. Other than that no other issues it's just the 1 issue is major and very
expensive. Don't think I would be buying a Dodge again, unless the warranty holds up Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Ram Pickup View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. It's
a good thing that Dodges don't hold their value! Items per page:. Write a review See all Ram
Pickup s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Ram Pickup Sign Up. When it first appeared, the
Dodge Ram was far and away the biggest, baddest pickup in America. Its big-rig appearance
was backed up by class-leading engines, all based on the old LA V8: the and , and a V6 and V10
in the same family, not to mention a Cummins turbodiesel with a deserved reputation for power,
efficiency, and durability. The engines outpowered the competition even as the interior provided
amenities and comfort far beyond GM or Ford. Dodge tripled its market share as soon as it
could build enough trucks, winning over buyers in a very loyal market. Since then, both GM and
Ford have redesigned their pickups, boosting their horsepower, their conveniences, and their
bulk. Dodge countered with a new Ram, complete with a brand new and more powerful gas
engines â€” and an upgrade to the already formidable Cummins turbodiesel. Eventually, the
Hemi made it to the base line, with far more torque and horsepower than the 5. The curb weight
is 5, pounds. The gross combination weight rating GCWR is 14, pounds. The Ram is a big and
impressive truck even without the Hemi. With the Hemi, it gains the ability to practically ignore
heavy loads, tow more more comfortably , and impress and intimidate everyone who knows
what that nameplate implies. Under normal running, the Hemi is already moderately loud,
especially when cold; once it revs over 3, rpm, you get a loud muscle-car sound from the
exhaust. While it has a great deal of torque available throughout its range, the Hemi seems
happiest in that band of 3, and over â€” not unlike its namesake. Acceleration is on tap at any
engine speed, though the transmission is somewhat slow to downshift. When it does, the
acceleration is quite strong, as one would expect. In sprints, the drivetrain shifts properly,
though acceleration is uneven as it is in the Ford and Chevy counterparts. The 5. The
transmission was surprising, given our past experience with Dodge automatics. They have
usually been very quick and responsive, albeit smooth. This five-speed automatic with dual
second gears, one just for downshifting was smooth enough, but seemed to take a while to get
the hint that we wanted a downshift. The tow mode provides firmer shifts which are easier on
the transmission, and seems to prefer lower gears; it is reset to normal mode each time the
engine is restarted, which may annoy frequent towers. Heavy loads are barely noticed. Visibility
is good in all directions. The large outside mirrors fold in for those tight parking spaces; our
test Laramie model included outside mirror defrosters as well. An overloaded dial serves as the
interior lighting rheostat, dome light control each dome light can be turned on individually with
a push , and bed light. The big, heavy Ram now stops faster than a Ford Police Interceptor, and
in roughly the same distance as an Intrepid. Sun visors are fairly large; while the Ram does not
have dual visors a la Silverado, they do slide out on their supports so they can cover the center
of the windshield. Cornering is amazingly good considering the bulk and height of the truck,
providing a decent feel while keeping its grip. Those who want the power of a Ram in a package

they can whip around turns should go for a C or Magnum instead â€” both are considerably
faster and more fuel-efficient, albeit incapable of hauling a bunch of six foot long I-beams. We
did not encounter wheel hop on acceleration, and found that the suspension could easily
handle sudden applications of power in normal situations excluding the usual suicidal moves
such as flooring the gas in the middle of a turn. Compared with the Chevrolet Silverado, the
Ram bounces much less, but its tighter suspension provides more road feel; and when we say
that, we really do mean that you feel the road. While not outright uncomfortable, the Ram rides
quite firmly, avoiding the jouncing of the Silverado but providing a bit less cushioning as well.
Part of the firmness is most likely due to the Hemi engine, which presumably requires a beefier
suspension. Styling combines a mean Peterbilt look outside and a luxury-car look inside. The
white-faced gauges have sharp backlighting at night, making them easy to see day or night;
drivers get the usual temperature, voltage, and gas level, along with oil pressure and
tachometer unlike GM, there is no transmission temperature gauge. A bold sans-serif typeface
and large letters keep the gauges clear and easy to read. Wind noise was low except for a
moderately annoying rushing sound by the front window, as though it was a little open, while
the climate control vents could be somewhat noisy when pushing air around at higher fan
speeds. A simple switch on the dashboard makes it possible to bring the pedals up to your feet,
or down to a comfortable depth, while switches at the base of the seat within easy reach; no
squeezing here move the seat up and down, forward and back, and tilt back and forth. Our only
complaint was some built- in back bolster. Rear seats are surprisingly comfortable; lifting the
bottom part of the seat effortlessly reveals a metal tray which can be folded out for a flat storage
floor that avoids carpet damage with dirty loads. A removable cupholder sits in the center by
the edge of the middle seat. Pickup makers seem to find child restraints difficult; the Ram is
unusual with rear tether straps built in instead of hooks for the straps , coupled with the usual
seat-base loops, both easy to find and use. There are little places to put coins, highway passes,
and such in the dashboard, along with large map pockets in the front doors. Our model had an
overhead console with a trip computer showing the usual gas mileage, compass heading,
temperature, remaining fuel, distance to empty, and elapsed time. It also has an internal power
outlet and a sensibly designed, removable coin holder with no room for pennies. The
best-in-class-beyond-all-doubt ratcheting cup holders can hold large or small containers tightly.
Gauges were all sensibly placed, as were most of the controls. Most of the time, the average
driver will use AWD. An LED indicates when the differential is in neutral. Door controls are no
longer illuminated, but can be discerned by touch; other controls are illuminated well at night,
though shedding some light on the little storage nooks would also have been helpful.
Headlights are placed on the dashboard, with a large, traditional switch. However, the ignition
key was high up on the steering wheel, a moderately inconvenient place. Oddly, while the cargo
and interior lights go on when you unlock the doors, there is no power memory â€” when you
take out the key, the radio and power windows suddenly stop working. The climate control is
easy to operate, with a traditional rotary vent control, and, in our Laramie, separate driver and
passenger sliders for heat mix. Separate buttons activate the air conditioner compressor,
recirculation, and rear defroster. The usual Chrysler unit with Infinity speakers, it provides
excellent sound with a deep bass that can sometimes rattle the door panels; knobs control
balance and fade, while sliders control bass and treble, which makes it easy to adjust quickly
without distraction. The six foot, three inch bed is guarded by a rather heavy liftgate. Getting
into the bed is easier than in some other trucks, thanks to a step in the bumper. Other options
on our test vehicle were the inexpensive off-road protection group, trailer towing group mainly
wiring, a hitch receiver, and a bigger battery , heated front seats, and full-time shift-on-the-fly
transfer case. Airbags are of the low-force variety which protects without as much risk of injury
or death to smaller passengers. At the same price as the Silverado we tested earlier, the Ram
provides far more power 60 hp, 50 lb-ft , 2 mpg lower gas mileage, a longer bed, and a
somewhat smaller cabin but more convenient and better looking interior. The Silverado had an
overhead DVD player, OnStar, satellite r
ac clutch air gap adjustment
gmc jimmy 1993
wiring diagram for trailer lights 6 way
adio, a near-silent vent system, and a driver control center. But it really is a matter of taste, and
both trucks are at the top of their class, well above the Ford F The Ram is, thanks to the Hemi
engine, more comfortable with very heavy loads, barely noticing added weight. Though we have
not yet tested it, we also have to mention the Nissan Titan, which has garnered rave reviews.
Either way, we suspect that if more Ford pickup buyers tested out a Ram, Dodge might find
itself short of trucks. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and

website in this browser for the next time I comment. David A. Comparing the three best-selling
pickups Criterion Dodge Ram Chevy Silverado Ford F Base engine power Base engine torque
Middle engine power 4. Figures vary by body type and options. Includes the Silverado HD. Rick
Webster. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Comparing the
three best-selling pickups. Figures from PR sources and AutoSite.

